Lithuania
Castles and Manors of

The manors that serve as witnesses to the rich history of Lithuania and the castles
that evoke the might of the state are more and more vocal every year in their invitation
to become acquainted with their glorious past, enjoy the natural riches that surround
them, and stroll through their centuries-old parks.
Where else, if not at surviving castles or their ruins, would you ever be able to travel
a few centuries back in time and visit secret dungeons, touch authentic old-fashioned
weapons, experience a real medieval atmosphere, or try your hand at ancient crafts?
The history of the prominent castles is continued by the manors that are being brought back to life. The culture that they foster is attracting more and more travellers who
want to experience something new and learn about history and nature. Some manors allure you with arts and music festivals, while others offer night trips or manor cuisine from
a centuries-old recipe book, or intoxicate you with parks of wondrous natural beauty.
The list of Lithuanian cultural properties includes more than 570 manors, from
which we have selected the ones that are particularly attractive, inviting visitors to try
different educational programmes, learn about history, and come away with a unique
experience. In order to visit all of the sites that are featured, you will definitely need a full
week. So we can already guess where you‘ll be spending your upcoming holidays or days
off! And be sure to take this publication with you so that everything goes smoothly. It will
definitely be useful when you are winding through the roads of Lithuania, deciding which
manor or castle you want to open the door to next.
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The Centuries-Old Stories of
Vilnius and its Environs
Surrounded by lush and flowing terrain,
the capital of Lithuania and its region can
boast of the oldest castles in the country
that draw in an impressive number of
visitors. As far back as the 13th and 14th
centuries, Vilnius, together with Old and
New Trakai and Medininkai, was part of the
political, economic and defensive nucleus
of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania (GDL).
The most prominent architects were invited to Vilnius to build castles, so this is
where various new architectural styles
first appeared in the country. Due to the
unique medieval structure that has been
preserved and the architecture that bears
witness to the colourful, multicultural
history, Vilnius Old Town was inscribed on
the UNESCO World Heritage List in 1994.
In the centre of the Old Town, the eye is
drawn to the restored Palace of the Grand
Dukes and Gediminas Tower, perched on
a hill. The hill provides an impressive panorama of the Old Town. Markučiai Manor
and Verkiai Manor are not far from the
centre of the capital, in Pavilniai Regional
Park and Verkiai Regional Park, which feature the splendid valleys of the Vilnia and
Neris Rivers. Nestled between the regional
parks is Kairėnai Manor, which beckons
visitors to take in one of the richest botanical gardens in the Baltics.
The environs of the capital also have
an abundance of unique architecture
and enchanting landscapes. Travelling
through the region of Vilnius, you will
have a chance to become acquainted
with manors from different time periods
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and enjoy the parks that create an oasis of
peace and relaxation.
Some 20 kilometres from Vilnius, not far
from Liubavas Manor, Europos Parkas
amazes visitors with its unique combination of nature and art. Its contemporary
works of art – over 100 sculptures – are
embraced by a landscape that seems to
have been formed just for them, creating
an atmosphere of harmony and tranquillity.
The road for most tourists leads to Trakai
Historical National Park, which is located
approximately 30 kilometres from the
capital and also includes Trakai, the historical capital of Lithuania. Rich in lakes
and captivating natural beauty, the town
features some unique castles, of which one
is a true gem of the Baltic region, as it is the
only one built on an island.
Don’t pass up the opportunity to visit
the charming Trakų Vokė and Užutrakis
Manors and take a stroll through their
elegant parks designed by the Frenchman
Édouard François André, one of the most
prominent landscape architects of the late
19th century. Wandering through the cosy
paths and listening to the dreamy chirping
of birds, the harmonious compositions and
diverse vegetation are a feast for the eyes.
A visit to Vilnius and its surroundings will
undoubtedly be highlighted by the extensive history that bears witness to the origins
of the state, as well as by the colourfulness
of the cultural and natural landscape.
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Katedros a. 4, Vilnius
www.valdovurumai.lt

1. Lower Castle (Palace of the Grand Dukes)

One of the most important political, cultural and spiritual centres of the GDL (13–18th c.), this is where the
rulers lived and matters of significance to all of Europe were resolved. Visitors are invited to view archaeological finds, the palace interior and other exhibits, and participate in guided tours, workshops and events.
In the late 13th century, the Lower Castle was the only masonry castle in Lithuania. In the early 16th
century, the Gothic castle was rebuilt into a Renaissance palace by Sigismund I the Old, the ruler of
Lithuania and Poland, and his son, Sigismund II Augustus. At the beginning of the 17th century, during
the reign of the House of Vasa, the palace was reconstructed in the Baroque style. Demolished by tsarist
authorities in the early 19th century, the palace was rebuilt when Lithuania regained its independence.

Worth visiting because:
authentic heritage items of the Lithuanian
State and its rulers from the 13th–17th
centuries are on display – more than
1,500 unique archaeological finds,
including a particularly large collection of
tin-glazed tiles;
• the palace interiors – featuring valuable
tapestries, furniture and other exhibits
that represent late Gothic, Renaissance
and early Baroque traditions – have been
restored;
4

• collections of weapons and armour are on
display, as are the depository and treasury,
and exhibits on everyday life and music;
• you can try out technical innovations with
the 3D virtual reality tour, which allows
you to travel through time and learn about
the evolution of this castle and palace;
• it is an excellent introduction to the history of Lithuania and the Vilnius Old Town,
which has an abundance of architectural,
cultural and historical heritage.

Arsenalo g. 5, Vilnius
www.lnm.lt

2. Upper Castle (Gediminas Tower)

Looking down on the city from a tall hill fort, Gediminas Tower captivates everyone who visits.
The remains of the palace evoke medieval times, and the defensive tower provides an incredible
panorama of Vilnius that will long remain in your memory and photographs.
Legend has it that Gediminas, Grand Duke of the GDL, once had a prophetic dream about an
iron wolf howling atop a hill. He explained the dream to a pagan priest, who told him to build a
city in that place. The castle was first mentioned in written sources in 1323. After a fire in 1419,
Grand Duke Vytautas rebuilt the masonry castle with a defensive wall, three towers and a Gothic
palace. The western tower and ruins of the palace have survived to this day.

Worth visiting because:
the observation deck offers a breath-taking 360° panoramic view of the city, with
the sea of red roofs in the Old Town, the
Neris and Vilnia Rivers, and the new part of
Vilnius;
inside the castle tower you will see a reconstruction model of the castles of Vilnius in
the 14th century, the 13th–14th century
armament used by Lithuanian soldiers in
the battles with the Teutonic Knights, a suit
of armour, and iconographic images of the
old castle and city;
after the independence of Lithuania was
reinstated in 1918, our tricolour was raised

by volunteers atop Gediminas Tower on
January 1, 1919 as a symbol of a free state.
Lithuanian Flag Day is now celebrated
every year on the 1st of January;
on August 23, 1989, the tower was the
starting point in Lithuania for the Baltic
Way. Approximately two million people
from Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia joined
hands to form this human chain;
once you take in the exhibit at the castle
tower, you can easily walk down to the
other branches of the National Museum of
Lithuania that are located at the foot of the
hill.
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Didžioji g. 4, Vilnius
www.ldm.lt

3. Chodkiewicz Palac

Located not far from Town Hall in the middle of Vilnius Old Town, the stylish palace that belonged
to the Chodkiewicz counts is often captured in photographs taken by guests of the city, and the
exhibits on display inside invite you on a journey around the world of art and Old Vilnius.
An ensemble of late Lithuanian Neoclassicism, the palace was formed over several centuries and
belonged to the Chodkiewicz family for approximately 300 years. This was one of the wealthiest
and most influential noble families of Ruthenian descent in Lithuania. In the 15th–17th centuries,
the Chodkiewiczes were known for being clever and courageous warriors and diplomats. At the
turn of the 16th century, they built a fortified city residence with a courtyard and towers where
the current palace now stands.

Worth visiting because:
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the palace now houses the Vilnius Picture
Gallery – this branch of the Lithuanian Art
Museum features an exhibit of 19th century Vilnius manor interiors, and the walls
of the rooms are decorated with portraits
of notable 18th–19th century Vilnians and
images of old Vilnius;
at the gallery, you will have the opportunity to become acquainted with an exhibit
of Lithuanian art dating from the 16th
century to the early 20th century;
four rooms of the palace still have authentic decor elements;

international art exhibitions, book presentations, and concerts are held here on a
regular basis;
the palace is in the immediate vicinity of
many of the Vilnius Old Town’s unique
buildings: the Town Hall and one of the
nicest square in the city is just 300 metres
away, the grand Presidential Palace is
500 metres away, and the centuries-old
Church of Sts Johns, Church of the Holy
Cross, and Church of the Holy Spirit are
situated nearby.

Subačiaus g. 124, Vilnius
www.vilniausmuziejai.lt

4. Markučiai Manor

Located in the territory of Pavilniai and Verkiai Regional Parks, the manor now represents the
rich past of the Pushkin family. Strolling around the romantic manor park, you feel as if you were
reading the poetry of the legendary Russian writer, Alexander Pushkin.
The manor, where the poet’s son Grigory lived with his wife, was built in 1867 and stands today
as if untouched by time. As per the dying wish of Grigory’s wife, Varvara Pushkina, the Literary
Museum of A. Pushkin was founded in the former manor house. Next to the manor is the St
Varvara Chapel, the family graveyard, and a pond park, A bust of the famous Russian writer was
moved to the manor from Sereikiškės Park (now the Bernardine Gardens) in 1992.

Worth visiting because:
you can see the memorial manor museum
exposition, which consists of six late
19th century rooms that preserve their
authentic atmosphere. They are furnished
with oak furniture that belonged to the
Pushkins and are decorated with the family coats of arms and Varvara Pushkina’s
initials, as well as household items, works
of art and family photographs;
educational programmes are held on
Alexander Pushkin’s fairy tales and Lithuanian translations of his books;

the museum library has books written by
Alexander Pushkin that were published
when he was still alive and after his death;
the manor has plenty of picturesque
places with forests and the valley of the
Vilnia, so it is an interesting place to visit
year round. The beauty of the landscape
particularly comes to life in winter;
just 1.5 kilometres from the manor you will
find the Subačius scenic viewpoint, which
offers an amazing panorama of the Old
Town of Vilnius.
7

Žirmūnų g. 1F ir 1N, Vilnius
www.tuskulenumemorialas.lt

5. Tuskulėnai Manor House

The manor ensemble assembled on the shores of the capital’s Neris River is veiled by an aura
of sadness. The grounds of Tuskulėnai Manor are a reminder of the events of 1944–1947, when
767 people who were killed in the basement of the NKGB (MGB) prison were secretly buried.
The history of the manor was first mentioned in the 16th century, when it was founded by Sigismund II Augustus, Grand Duke of Lithuania and King of Poland. It was one of the cultural centres
of Vilnius right up until the 19th century, but during the Soviet occupation, the manor became
a place where crimes of the repressive structures were concealed. Today the grounds feature a
reflection space to commemorate the victims of the Soviet totalitarian regime, with a chapel/
columbarium in the shape of a burial mound built underground.

Worth visiting because:
the ‘Secrets of Tuskulėnai Manor’ exhibit
sheds light on the process created by the
Soviet totalitarian regime for passing and
executing death sentences;
you can watch 60 films about exile, the
freedom struggles, the Reform Movement
of Lithuania, and the history of Tuskulėnai;
the Tuskulėnai Peace Park Memorial
Complex hosts events and educational
programmes to acquaint visitors with
mid-20th century Lithuanian history and
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to disseminate the ideas of freedom and
unity;
you can see a 17th century kiln that was
discovered by archaeologists. It is believed
that the kiln was used to make bricks for
the construction of the Church of St Peter
and St Paul on the other side of the Neris;
just one kilometre away, you can walk to
the Neo-Baroque Petras Vileišis Palace
Ensemble that was built in 1904–1906.

L. Sapiegos g. 13, Vilnius
www.vilnius-tourism.lt

6. Sapieha Residence Ensemble

Sapieha Palace and Park is the only surviving Baroque residence in Lithuania that has preserved its
original architecture and façade decor. Designed and decorated by renowned Italian masters of architecture, the palace fascinates visitors to this day with its 17th century stucco mouldings and Baroque
mural paintings.
The representative palace was built by GDL Grand Hetman Jan Kazimierz Sapieha, who was the most
prominent Lithuanian nobleman of that time. The palace was built in just three years (1689–1692). It
was designed by Italian architect Giovanni Battista Frediani, and it is believed that the sculptor and
architect Giovanni Pietro Perti was involved in its decoration. They both decorated the Church of St
Peter and St Paul in Vilnius.

Worth visiting because:
at Sapieha Palace, you can see an original
mural painting – the work of Michelangelo
Palloni, a famous 17th century Baroque
artist from Italy;
the authentic late 17th century window
trim and mouldings on the main façade of
Sapieha Palace are interesting to view;
during the tours that are given on a regular
basis, you will be able to visit the Church of
Our Lord Jesus and the Trinitarian Monastery that are part of the Sapieha Palace
complex;

the park is home to the oldest linden tree
in Vilnius, which is thought to be more than
300 years old; the Sapieha Palace complex
also accommodates the National Visitor
Centre for Protected Areas. The centre
has an exhibition where visitors can feel
as if they are surrounded by nature, with
grasslands and grasshoppers around them,
and clouds overhead;
just one kilometre away, you can visit the
city’s most illustrious Baroque shrine – the
Church of St Peter and St Paul.
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Žaliųjų Ežerų g. 49, Vilnius
www.vilnius-tourism.lt

7. Verkiai Manor

Standing on the bank of the Neris in Verkiai Regional Park, this manor ensemble entices visitors both
with its rich natural world, including blooming linden trees and bats, and with its unique background
of Pagan and Christian traditions.
The first message about Verkiai dates back to the end of the 14th century, when Jogaila gave it to
the Bishop of Vilnius. There were no masonry buildings here until the end of the 17th century; the
Verkiai Palace Ensemble was built in the 18th century by Marcin Knackfus and Laurynas Gucevičius,
the most prominent architects of that time. They did an artistic job of incorporating the Neoclassical buildings into the natural environment. Some of the buildings of the manor ensemble are
still standing, including two servants’ quarters, but all that is left of the palace is the vaulted cellar.

Worth visiting because:
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every year in the second half of June, this
is where the largest Rasos (‘Dew’) Festival
– the old Lithuanian summer solstice
celebration – is held in the Vilnius area,
surrounded by centuries-old oak trees;
the park has numerous educational trails
and observation points which provide
breath-taking views of the city’s natural
surroundings. If you are interested in ornithology, you will also enjoy the birding trail;
you will have a chance to see the altar – a
place that is popular among those who
foster ancient traditions and the faith of

the Balts;
the Way of the Cross of Vilnius Calvary – a
unique 7-kilometre path that echoes the
Passion of Christ and draws in crowds of
pilgrims every year – is located in the park.
There are only a few of its kind in Europe;
you can relax while pedalling along on
the 10-kilometre bike path that stretches
from the Verkiai Manor to the beach of
Žalieji Ežerai (‘Green Lakes’). Don’t pass
up the chance to visit the Jeruzalė Sculpture Garden, which is just three kilometres
from the manor.

Liubavas Village, Vilnius District
www.liubavas.lt

8. Liubavas Manor

Today, the renovated stone watermill and the authentic centuries-old finds that are safeguarded
inside bear witness to the manor’s past. In 2012, the Liubavas Manor Watermill Museum won
the Europa Nostra Award for being one of the best examples of European cultural heritage
conservation.
With a history of over 500 years, the manor was owned by various Lithuanian grand dukes and
noblemen: the Goštautai, Sigismund II Augustus, Mikołaj ‘the Red’ Radziwiłł, and the Tyzenhaus,
Tyszkiewicz and Ślizień families. Some of the buildings or fragments of them have survived from
those times of prosperity. Along with the watermill, the 18th century Baroque servants’ quarters
and conservatory have also been restored.

Worth visiting because:
the museum has an interesting exhibit of
authentic items from Liubavas Manor: a
table and mirror that have seen more than
one century, an original watercolour map
of the estate from 1857, and a portière
with the coat of arms of Stefan Ślizień that
dates back to 1705;
you can see more than a dozen production
processes at the manor mill, from grains,
wood and metal processing to electricity
generation;

you will be amazed by the unique way that
the mill was built: huge stone blocks are
masterfully arranged without any binder.
The original mill turbine and transmission
have also been preserved and restored;
Europos Parkas, the open-air art museum
that has become a favourite among
tourists, is located about 14 kilometres
from the manor and is worth the trip. Like
the Liubavas Manor Watermill Museum,
Europos Parkas was founded by sculptor
Gintaras Karosas.
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Kairėnų g. 43, Vilnius
www.botanikos-sodas.vu.lt

9. Kairėnai Manor and the Vilnius University
Botanical Garden

Located on the outskirts of Vilnius, Kairėnai Manor Park captivates visitors with its spectacular
world of flora and fauna. The jewel of the manor is the Vilnius University (VU) Botanical Garden
that is located in the park and is considered to be one of the richest in the Baltic States.
Kairėnai Manor was first mentioned in written sources back in the beginning of the 16th century.
For many years, it belonged to various noblemen – the Isajkowski, Sapieha, Tyszkiewicz and
Łapacinski families – who looked after it well. Unfortunately, the manor house was burned down
during World War I. However, the historical past is evidenced by the surviving stone masonry
watermill, ice-house, barn, coach-house, farmhand house, stables and restored fountain.

Worth visiting because:
at the botanical garden, you will have the
opportunity to get acquainted with more
than 10,000 different plants and see
animals and birds that are included in the
Lithuanian Red Book;
During the period of the GDL, the park
was considered to be one of the top five
landscape gardens. Judge the beauty
of the park for yourself while trotting on
a pony or horse, riding in a horse-drawn
carriage, tiptoeing barefoot along one of
its paths, or running down the orienteering
course;
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a leisurely stroll around the park’s Japanese garden will give you a break from the
noise of the city;
you will also have a chance to admire the
park from the rooftop of a green-design
building that is decked with a lush oasis of
trees and shrubs;
the park hosts various events and art exhibitions, and the garden often becomes
a live concert hall during the summer
season, when the warble of birds intertwines with the sounds of jazz, classical or
contemporary music.

Šv. Kazimiero g. 2, Medininkai, Vilnius District
www.medininkaipilis.lt

10. Medininkai Castle

The largest enclosure castle of the GDL stands like an eternal guard on a picturesque plain a
mere 30 kilometres from the Lithuanian capital of Vilnius. Surrounded by a stone wall, the castle
yard covers approximately 2 hectares, and visitors are greeted in the main tower by five stories
of museum exhibits. The structure of the castle is similar to that of Lida and Kreva in Belarus.
Medininkai Castle is believed to have been built in the early 14th century, under the rule of
Grand Duke Gediminas. Grand Duke Vytautas stayed at the fortress on numerous occasions. The
castle that defended the country from its enemies in the Middle Ages was made up of four towers.
About 30 metres high, the main tower – also known as the donjon – has survived to this day.

Worth visiting because:
the castle holds workshops where you can
become acquainted with ancient Lithuanian religion and currency production and
even learn archery;
there are exhibitions of antique weapons,
silverware, President Algirdas Brazauskas’s
hunting trophies and hunting knife collection, and archaeological finds;
Žalgiris, or the Day of Wrath (2012), a
painting by Professor Giedrius Kazimierėnas which presents an original vision
of the famous battle, is on display at the

museum;
the castle hosts living history events where
you can see a staged castle siege or a
medieval battle;
the castle’s picturesque courtyard is a
great place to get away from the bustle of
the city, and Aukštojas Hill and Juozapinė
Hill – the two highest points in Lithuania –
are just a few kilometres away.
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Jono Sniadeckio g. 2, Jašiūnai, Šalčininkai District
www.turizmas.salcininkai.lt

11. Jašiūnai Manor

Those who have visited the ornate Jašiūnai Manor are impressed with the original composition
of the two-storey façade. It owes its magnificence to the portico of four Tuscan columns, which
is photographed by almost every visitor.
In the 15th–18th centuries, the manor belonged to the Radziwiłł family of Lithuanian nobles. The
manor house was built on the initiative of Jan Śniadecki, the famous philosopher and astronomer,
in the first half of the 19th century. During the Soviet occupation, the manor was used as a clinic, a
maternity hospital and even a bakery. The manor regained its beauty after restoration. In addition to
its splendid exterior, the manor has also preserved the unique interior of late Neoclassical style. The
servants’ quarters and stables with the gardener, forester and coachman premises have also survived.

Worth visiting because:
you will have a chance to admire the
interior of the manor house: the wide main
staircase that leads to the second floor,
the mirrored vaults in many of the rooms,
and the abundance of surviving 19th
century decorative elements;
you will see the wooden granary, an example of 19th century ethnic architecture;
winding paths run through the huge park,
making the manor a popular place for
people who enjoy romantic walks;
• the manor was one of the most important
14

cultural centres of the Vilnius region
during the 19th century. It was visited by
many famous people of that era, including
Juliusz Słowacki, the famous Polish poet;
you can visit the 20th century single-tower Jašiūnai Church of St Anne that is a
mere two kilometres away, as well as the
place next to the Merkys River some 12
kilometres away where the Pavlov Republic – the only miniature (3 ha) country in
Europe at that time – existed from 1769 to
1795.

Žalioji a. 2A, Vilnius
www.vilnius-tourism.lt

12. Trakų Vokė Manor

Situated on the Vokė River, Trakų Vokė Manor has preserved its cosy family atmosphere. The
pride of the estate is the stylish manor house and the lovely, masterfully designed park with a
view of the magnificent landscape.
The history of the manor is linked with the Tyszkiewicz family, which acquired it in the 19th century
and began to shape it. The manor house was designed by the famous Italian architect Leonardo Marconi, and the park was created by the renowned French landscape architect Édouard
François André. The old linden alley that begins at the splendid park gates is of significant value
alone. Interestingly, salmonids were raised in the ponds next to the manor right up until World
War II and used to be shipped by train to noble estates as far as Saint Petersburg.

Worth visiting because:
you can take a tour and see the unique
details of the manor interior, including the
original old-fashioned shutters, the authentic flooring of the conservatory, and
the coffered ceiling that was once boarded up and was discovered by accident;
you will be able to go into the tunnel that
connects the rooms of the manor house
with the kitchen, and check out the old
water tower and Neo-Baroque stables;
the floor of the manor chapel, which is still
in use, is inlaid with the Tyszkiewicz coat of
arms, and the family mausoleum is located

in the cellar;
the manor has also been noticed by
film-makers – this is where Anna Karenina
and War and Peace were shot;
the manor hosts traditional events, such as
the Ars Lituanica Classical Music Festival
(July–August) and the closing concert for
the local bard camp;
when it is warm out, picnics are held on
the park lawn that you are welcome to
join;
Trakai, where you can see centuries-old
castles, is just 14 kilometres away.
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Kęstučio g. 4, Trakai
www.trakaimuziejus.lt

13. Trakai Peninsula Castle

On the peninsula surrounded by the lakes Galvė and Bernardinai stands Trakai Peninsula Castle
with its distinct red roof. This is one of the few enclosure castles of the GDL. The castle ruins are
reminiscent of the Middle Ages. In June, the Trakai Medieval Festival recreates the atmosphere
of the Middle Ages with traditional crafts and knight fighting.
The castle was built in the second half of the 14th century by Grand Duke Kęstutis, who ruled
the GDL together with his brother Algirdas, and was in charge of the Duchy of Trakai. Devastated
by fire and the Teutonic Knights, the castle was rebuilt several times. In the 16th century it was
converted into a prison, and turned into a Dominican monastery in the late 18th century. Today
you can see the remains of the defensive wall and a few of the original 11 defensive towers.

Worth visiting because:
you’ll see the moat (fosse) which was built
to separate part of the castle from the
town, as well as fragments of the park that
was created in the mid-19th century.
after making arrangements with the
museum administration, you can view the
premises that belonged to the Dominicans, which still feature samples of mural
painting that have survived since the
times of the friars (early 19th c.), as well as
the sacred art exhibit that is on display in
the chapel.
16

you will be able to climb to the castle’s
highest point – Aukų Kalnas. Legend has
it that this is where pagan sacrifice rituals
used to take place;
in June, the castle hosts the Medieval
Festival, where you can experience the
life of a town in the Middle Ages and learn
about crafts, trade and knight fighting;
you can visit Trakai – once the capital of
the GDL, it is known as the city of lakes
and is brimming with history, culture and
nature.

Karaimų g. 43C, Trakai
www.trakaimuziejus.lt

14. Trakai Island Castle

This is the only Gothic castle in the Baltic States built on a lake island. But that is not the only reason
why it is the most visited castle in Lithuania. Visitors are also allured by the rebuilt central palace that
conveys the medieval atmosphere, as well as the museum that it houses, the abundance of different
events, and the romantic landscape.
It is believed that Grand Duke Kęstutis began building Trakai Island Castle in the second half of the
14th century for his wife, Birutė, who didn’t like living in Senieji Trakai because, compared to her native
town of Palanga, it didn’t have enough water. Construction of the castle was completed in the first half
of the 15th century by Kęstutis’s son, Vytautas. During the period of the GDL, the castle was one of the
royal residences and was used to receive foreign envoys. This tradition has remained alive to this day.

Worth visiting because:
The castle is linked to Trakai by a two-part
(72.1 m and 107.9 m) bridge that provides a
lovely view of the expanses of Lake Galvė;
the castle features 16 exhibit halls with
more than 1,500 items on display. You can
also indulge your curiosity by wandering
around the authentic castle halls and
secret corridors;
the castle holds workshops where you
can learn about medieval warfare, ancient
coats of arms, the traditions of chivalry, or
even the Medieval Inquisition;
at the museum, you will have a chance to
visit the treasure trove hall;

in August, the castle hosts the Old Crafts
Festival that shows what real life was like
in the Middle Ages, and in late May, the
castle comes to life after hours during the
traditional Museum Night;
you can also appreciate the castle’s charm
from the lake, on a boat, yacht or paddleboard;
• in Trakai, you can also learn about the
culture of the Karaims, who were brought
here by Grand Duke Vytautas after the
march to the steppe of the Golden Horde.
Visit the kenesa – the Karaim house of
prayer – as well as the Seraya Shapshal
Karaim Ethnographic Museum.
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Užtrakio g. 17, Trakai
www.seniejitrakai.lt

15. Užutrakis Manor

Laid out on a peninsula between Lake Galvė and Lake Skaistis, the Užutrakis Manor emits the
spirit of French Neoclassicism. Visitors forget about time and everyday life as they stroll through
the manor park that was created in the late 19th century by the Frenchman Édouard François
André, one of the most prominent landscape architects of that time. There are over 100 parks
around the world that were built according to his design.
The park is not the only place worthy of a selfie. The terrace of the manor house that was designed
in the late 19th century under the initiative of Józef Tyszkiewicz provides fabulous views of Lake
Galvė and Trakai Island Castle, made even more romantic by the ships passing by.

Worth visiting because:
meticulously restored, the buildings will
enchant you with their French aesthetics:
the architecture of the manor house
resembles the Petit Trianon château in
Versailles, and the Louis XVI-style interiors, with their gilded furniture, cast a spell
with the luxury of that time;
the great parterre features reproductions
of 18th century sculptures that are now
safeguarded at the Louvre. These are the
work of the prominent French sculptor
Antoine Coysevox;
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the manor house is encircled by French
parterres and a landscape garden where
antique varieties of roses, lilacs and rhododendrons are cultivated. The brilliance
of the lakes is complemented by ponds;
each summer, the Evenings in Užutrakis
Music Festival is held on the manor
terrace, to the delight of live music aficionados;
the Varnikai Educational Trail is just 14
kilometres away, making it a great place to
go for a walk after you visit the manor.

Reflections of Manor
Culture in Aukštaitija
Aukštaitija is known for the abundance of
manors scattered out among its lakes and
forests. It was a popular place to come and
relax not only for the Radziwiłł dukes and
the Tyzenhaus counts, but also for Antanas Smetona, the first president of Lithuania. When you visit the different manors,
ranging from luxurious to cosy, you will
get a close-up look at the everyday life of
prominent figures and feel the aura of the
centuries past.
In feudal Lithuania, the dukes and the
gentry were the ones who cultivated architecture, literature and music. Manors
housed libraries and art collections, and
were a place where music ensembles
gathered and theatres put on shows. In
keeping with the centuries-old traditions,
the manors still serve as cultural centres
today. At Bistrampolis Manor, you can learn about the incredible and inspirational
book smuggling era, and at Alanta Manor,
you can admire the unique works of artist
Vaidotas Žukas.
And the manors are without a doubt a
special place for music! The elegant sounds of violins, pianos or talented singers
will lend special charm to your visit. You
will come into direct contact with the
manor culture through the many educational programmes. At Alanta Manor,
don’t miss the chance to learn the craft
of felting, which is coming back in style; at
Paliesius Manor, buff up your knowledge
of herbs to pursue a healthy lifestyle, and
when you’re visiting President Smetona’s
residence in Užugiris, savour some of the
food that the head of state loved.

As you immerse yourself in the engaging
programmes, don’t forget to feast your
eyes on the surroundings. The manors
in Aukštaitija primarily feature Classical
and Neoclassical architectural styles.
One of the region’s most unique pieces of
architecture is Biržai Castle, which is one
of the few surviving bastion-type castles
in North-eastern Europe. Each castle gets
its distinctive aura from the landscape
that envelops it.
The parks are elegant oases of peace and
relaxation where you can forget your worries and take a break from your work. The
environs of Taujėnai Manor are embellished with ponds. At Pakruojis Manor, the
centuries-old trees that were brought in
from all corners of the world will enchant
you will the rustling of the past. Nestled
between Lake Apvalasas and Lake Ilgė,
Ilzenberg Manor is captivating for its natural charm. There is plenty of beauty
and entertainment not only in the manor
surroundings, but throughout the region
of Aukštaitija as well. Kayak your way
through the lakes and rivers, and spend
some time in Labanoras Regional Park,
the largest in the country. After visiting
Burbiškis Manor (Anykščiai District), be
sure to stop by the treetop walkway just
eight kilometres away – the first of its kind
in the Baltic States, it has become very
popular among tourists.
Travelling around the manors of Aukštaitija, you will encounter the colourful
history of Lithuania, and the spectacular
nature will replenish you with tranquillity
and strength.
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Mechanizatorių g. 41, Taujėnai, Ukmergė District
www.ukmergeinfo.lt

15.
16. Trakų
Taujėnai
salos
Manor
pilis

Once a residence of the Radziwiłł family, the manor now attracts visitors with its magnificent
manor house featuring a façade embellished with Doric columns, as well as the only surviving
three-storey wooden granary in Lithuania, which is more than 250 years old.
Although the manor was first mentioned in the 16th century, the Classical manor house and the
English landscape park that have survived to this day were designed by Italian architect Pietro de
Rossi in the early 19th century. This project was commissioned by Count Benediktas Marikonis,
who ruled Taujėnai at the time and had received the estate as part of Maria Radziwiłł’s dowry
after marrying her in 1785. The manor house and the cellars have survived to this day, and the
interior that was destroyed during the war and post-war years has now been restored.

Worth visiting because:
the manor house was built at the highest
point of the park, and the west side
provides a memorable panorama of the
ponds;
you can see the main accent of the park –
the chapel with the statue of Mary. It was
built in the place where the Our Lady of
Lourdes Chapel stood during the times of
the Radziwiłłs;
enveloped in a frightening aura and nicknamed ‘Little Hell’, the cellar is where serfs

used to be punished; converted into a pub
during Soviet times, it now allures visitors
with its secrets;
the manor features a wide variety of birds,
from ducks to peacocks with multi-coloured tails. The Radziwiłłs especially loved
birds, and even kept swans in the great
pond across from the manor house;
Taujėnai Church, which is reminiscent of
Vilnius Cathedral and sometimes called
its daughter, is just 800 metres away.
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Dvaro g. 3, Užulėnis, Ukmergė District
www.ukmergeinfo.lt

14. Užugiris
17.
Trakų pusiasalio
(Antanaspilis
Smetona) Manor

Nestled on the shore of Lake Lėnas, this manor emits tranquillity and the romantic mood created
by its landscape, and invites visitors to learn about Antanas Smetona, the first president of the
Republic of Lithuania.
The history of the manor begins in 1934, when it was decided to give the president a property in
the area where he was born in honour of his 60th birthday. One year later, 80 hectares of land
were purchased for Smetona, and a few years after that, the president built the manor house,
which was turned into a hospital during the post-war period. Now when you come to Užugiris,
you can visit the Antanas Smetona Museum that has been opened in the restored manor house,
as well as the servants’ quarters and the old farmhand house and cowshed.

Worth visiting because:
you can take part in the original educational programmes that are held at the
manor house and find out what food President Smetona liked to eat, and even learn
how to bake gingerbread according to his
wife Sofija’s recipe, or bread according to
his sister Julija’s recipe;
you will also be able to feel the spirit of
Smetona’s time at the old-fashioned
school, where the teacher will test your
knowledge and present you with a graduation certificate;
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every August, the manor celebrates
Smetoninės – Smetona’s birthday. This
celebration recreates the unique atmosphere of the interwar era, featuring visitors
dressed in period clothing, speeches made
by notable people, interwar music, and
Smetona’s favourite food;
just 30 kilometres from Antanas Smetona’s manor is the Ukmergė Old Town – a
quaint piece of 19th–20th century urban
heritage that is a great place to go for a
walk and survey the buildings that were
characteristic of that time.

Bistrampolio g. 1, Kučiai Village, Panevėžys District
www.bistrampolis.lt

18. Bistrampolis
Manor
15. Trakų salos
pilis

The Classical-style Bistrampolis Manor invites you to take in the estate atmosphere of old by exploring the rooms that breathe of the past, going horseback riding, and attending music festivals.
From the late 17th century to 1940, the manor belonged to the Bistram family that came from
Livonia – this is how it got its name. It is not by chance that the rooms in the renovated manor
house are named after the children of Vladislav Bistram, the lord of the manor. Visitors are reminded of the manor’s past by walks through the pond park that was built around it in the second
half of the 19th century, as well as by the old manor graveyard that still stands alongside. The
majority of the sites, including the manor house, have been restored.

Worth visiting because:
a modern equestrian facility has been set
up in the former calf shed, so it is a great
place for a horse ride;
you will have the chance to see and feed
the fallow deer that are bred at the manor;
visitors are invited to taste game dishes
and get a feel for the feasts that used to
take place in authentic surroundings;
you can listen to both classical and
contemporary music at the Bistrampolis
Music Festival that has been held here
every summer for over a decade;
the chapel houses a museum where you

can learn about book smuggling and the
Lithuanian press ban (1864–1904);
the Old Ramygala Mill, which was built
in 1929 and is still in operation, is located
about 10 kilometres from the manor. Stop
by to taste one of the pies that they bake
there. Another unique experience awaits
at the Pašiliai Bison Range, which is about
18 kilometres from the manor. From the
observation deck, you can see a herd of
bison, which are on the IUCN Red List of
Threatened Species.
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Burbiškis Village, Pakalniškiai Eldership, Radviliškis District
tic.siauliai.lt

14. Burbiškis
Trakų pusiasalio
19.
Manor pilis

Surrounded by a park that is woven with ponds and canals and features numerous little islands, Burbiškis Manor is famous for its collection of 460 different types of tulips and the Tulip Bloom Festival
that takes place here every May, attracting crowds of flower lovers.
Burbiškis Manor was first mentioned in historical sources in the 17th century. In 1819, it became the
property of the Bażeński family. When Michał Bażeński inherited the manor in the beginning of the
20th century, he built a large park, digging out ponds with islands which were connected with bridges.
The manor attracts visitors with the unexpected layout of its buildings. They were erected in such a way
so as to create a large enclosed courtyard, making them reminiscent of a romantic castle or fortress.
A large part of the manor ensemble is currently restored.

Worth visiting because:
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the manor is surrounded by a landscape
garden with 15 islands and numerous
peninsulas and straits that are connected by
20 bridges. The park paths are a great place
to take a walk and take in the old-fashioned
flower gardens that have been recreated;
the park is decorated with sculptures by
the well-known artist Kazimieras Ulianskis,
including a monument to Vytautas (1911),
the first Grand Duke of Lithuania;
those who come to the park in spring will be
greeted by a chorus of the many frogs who live
here, and if they visit in May, they might even
see some male frogs on the rare occasion when

they turn blue during mating season;
the estate has various exhibits: there are
photographs and furniture in the manor
house, horse-drawn vehicles in the coach
house, old-fashioned equipment in the granary, and indoor plants in the conservatory
during summer;
three kilometres from the manor you will find
the Kleboniškės Rural Household Museum,
which recreates the special village atmosphere of the 19th and early 20th centuries.
You can also stop by the Raginėnai hill fort
– woven with legends, it is called Raganų
Kalnas, or the ‘Hill of Witches’.

Karčiamos g. 9, Pakruojis Village, Pakruojis District
www.pakruojo-dvaras.lt

20.
15.Pakruojis
Trakų salos
Manor
pilis

Pakruojis Manor can boast of the fact that it has been included in the Book of Lithuanian Records
as the largest historic manor, with 34 buildings on more than 48 hectares of land. Guests are
greeted by the restored dolomite arch bridge that embellishes the manor ensemble (and is one
of only two in Europe), and are introduced to brewing traditions and aristocratic meals.
The Pakruojis manor place was first mentioned in the mid-16th century, but the current manor
ensemble began to be built in the late 18th century, at the initiative and cost of Baron Wilhelm
von der Ropp. It was thanks to him that the two-storey manor house which stands out for its
magnificent hexastyle portico (with an open pronaos) was erected in the beginning of the 19th
century. Today, 19th century life has been revived at the manor.

Worth visiting because:
you can see the unique oval dance hall
with its elliptical colonnade, and survey
the authentic stove, mouldings and parquet floors that have survived to this day;
the baron’s dining room is now a restaurant where you can try dishes from late
19th and early 20th century manor cuisine, and the Traktierius Inn offers unique
dishes from the local culinary heritage;
the manor also accommodates the Punishment Museum – focusing on the times
of serfdom, it is one of a kind in Lithuania;

the 17th century brewery and distillery
have been restored and are still operating
while also hosting educational programmes and tastings;
the Living Museum programme is held on
weekends so visitors can experience real
19th century life: you will meet the baron
and his daughters, as well as farm hands
and artisans;
2.4 kilometres from the manor you can
visit the restored wooden Pakruojis Synagogue.
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Joniškėlis Village, Pasvalys District
www.pasvaliomuziejus.lt

14. Joniškėlis
21.
Trakų pusiasalio
Manorpilis

This is perhaps the only manor in Lithuania that invites you to visit during night tours, when the
ghastliest secrets and legends are revealed as visitors wander around the park. This is the unusual
way that the manor’s centuries-old history is brought back to life.
Since the end of the 17th century, the manor belonged to the Karps, an Italian family that was the
first in the Russian Empire to do away with serfdom. The manor flourished under the Karps, which
is why some people called it Karp Manor. The family also donated money to found the Joniškėlis
Rural Primary School and a hospital. The manor complex currently consists of 20 buildings. The
Joniškėlis Regional Museum and the Joniškėlis Experimental Station that is part of the Lithuanian
Research Centre for Agriculture and Forestry are located at the manor.

Worth visiting because:
it is interesting to see the two different
styles of the manor park. The left bank of
the Mažupė River features a composition
of alleyways, squares, tree circles and
nests – the so-called French garden, while
the right bank is where the old part of the
park is, redone in the English style;
you can admire the restored 18th century
Classical manor house and the asymmetric square in front of it;
legend has it that the ghost of the former
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owner sometimes appears around the
manor at night;
a tree-lined avenue connects the manor
to the central street of Joniškėlis, where
the hospital founded by Vilnius University
more than 200 years ago stands;
it is a wonderful opportunity to visit the
Millstone Museum – some 20 kilometres
away, the museum has a collection of
approximately 400 bed stones and runner
stones on display.

J. Radvilos g. 3, Biržai
www.birzumuziejus.lt

15.22.
Trakų
Biržai
salos
Castle
pilis

Looming on the shore of Lake Širvėna, the castle that once defended the northern border of
Lithuania from Swedish regiments features a representative palace, high embankments and
moats. Today, you can become acquainted with the castle’s past not only at the museum that is
located inside, but also by trying to defend it as part of a simulation.
The first castle was built in the 16th century. On the initiative of Commander Krzysztof ‘Perkūnas’
Radziwiłł, it was one of the most important bastion-type castles in the GDL in the 16th and 17th
centuries. The palace has now been rebuilt and houses the Sėla Biržai Regional Museum; there
are two gunpowder buildings and a bridge, and the arsenal has been restored. It is one of the
few surviving bastion-type castles in North-eastern Europe.

Worth visiting because:
you will be able to see the shifted wall that
has survived since the Swedes bombed
the castle in 1704, as well as fragments of
the fortress interior;
the only surviving map of the Duchy of
Biržai (17th c.) drafted by military engineer
Juzefas Naronovičius-Naronskis is on
display in the museum. This map has been
inscribed in the UNESCO Memory of the
World Register;
the castle arsenal has an interactive
exhibit on 16th–17th century military
science;

there are educational programmes where
you can hear about brewing traditions and
the production of home-made beer;
Lake Širvėna is right nearby – the oldest
artificial water body in Lithuania, it was
formed in 1575 as a defensive mechanism
for the castle;
on the other side of Biržai (about 3 km
away), Astravas Manor shines white – built
in the style of Italian villas, it is an expressive example of 19th century Romantic
architecture.
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Ilzenbergas Village 4, Rokiškis District
www.ilzenbergas.lt

23. Ilzenberg Manor

Nestled between Lake Apvalasas and Lake Ilgis on the Lithuanian and Latvian border, the manor
is unique for its old-fashioned farm. This is the only farming manor in Lithuania with free range
animals and birds; it has 20 building that have been authentically restored or newly built.
Ilzenberg Manor was mentioned for the first time in the beginning of the 16th century, which
means it has already been around for more than 500 years. The first landlord was Berndt Kerssenbrock, a vassal of the Livonian Order. In the mid-19th century, the manor house was rebuilt
by the German engineer N. N. Fuchs; it has now been restored according to the appearance
of that time. The manor park, which covers an area of some 15 hectares, has remained almost
unchanged since he managed it.

Worth visiting because:
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you can see the rare smokehouse and
granary that are still standing, as well
as the craft building, the stable and the
impressive late Neoclassical manor house;
this is the only manor in Lithuania where
copies of the cannons that were used in
the wars of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth with Sweden and Moscow
(1655–1660) are on display;
the huge oak tree that stands in the manor
park at 30.5 metres tall and 6.3 metres in
circumference is on the list of Lithuanian
natural heritage sites;

you can go for a swim in Lake Apvalasas,
which is shaped like Lithuania;
you can become acquainted with the
manor during the tours and farm product
samplings that are held year-round (book
3 weekdays in advance);
you can take a relaxing stroll along the
shore of Lake Ilgis and admire the Love –
Harmony – Manorialism Sculpture Park,
which was designed to commemorate the
Lithuanian Centennial. You can also take
the wooden bridge to Love Island, which is
cloaked in legend.

Tyzenhauzų g. 5, Rokiškis
www.muziejusrokiskyje.lt

24. Rokiškis Manor

Managed and nurtured by many famous dukes and counts in the past, Rokiškis Manor now has
a wealth of exhibits and invites visitors to participate in dozens of educational programmes.
The manor has a collection of authentic clothing that once belonged to the Tyzenhaus counts;
preserved by the servants of the manor, it is the only of its kind in the Baltic States.
The estate belonged to the Tyzenhaus family since the 18th century, and the manor house was
built in 1801. The buildings are captivating for their diversity of architectural styles: the Classical
manor house, the typically Romantic servants’ quarters, estate manager house and farmhand
house, and the brewery embellished with distinctively Gothic elements.

Worth visiting because:
you will see Judita, a painting by the
renowned High Renaissance era painter
Andrea del Sarto. Other pieces by this
Italian can be found at some of the largest
museums in the world, including the
Louvre in Paris, the National Gallery in
London, and the Palazzo Pitti in Florence;
a unique collection of wood carvings by
Lionginas Šepka, the most prominent dievdirbys (‘God carver’) of the 20th century,
is on display;
the barn in the park houses the only exhibition of nativity scenes Lithuania, which is
made up of over 100 exhibits;

the manor is home to the Rokiškis Regional Museum, which becomes Santa Claus’s
residence during the Christmas season;
you can participate in the Cheese Road
educational programme and learn interesting facts about cheese, its production
traditions and secrets, as well as the
culinary heritage of this region;
after your visit to the manor, we recommend that you stop by the Church of the
Holy Apostle and Evangelist Matthew
and the nearby Lionginas Šepka Wooden
Sculpture Park.
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Gačionys Village, Rokiškis District
www.rokiskiotic.lt

14. Trakų
pusiasalio
25.
Gačionys
Manorpilis

Penetrated with aesthetics, Gačionys Manor greets guests with wonderful hospitality and an authentic
atmosphere. As soon as you open the door to the wooden house, you feel as if you have entered a
late 19th century drawing room, and visitors are welcomed by Baron Piotr Rosen, the master himself.
The manor has already belonged to the Rosen family, which goes back to the Livonian Brothers of the
Sword, for 300 years. When he recovered the manor in 1999, Piotr Rosen spent seven years restoring it.
The exterior of the main residential building is now almost exactly the same as it was in the 19th century.
The details of the exterior and interior of the manor house were recreated from surviving photographs.
The furniture, lamps, wood-trimmed fireplace and velvet armchair bear witness to the magnificent
antiquity of the manor. The original ceiling and part of the floor have been preserved, and the original
interiors have been restored.

Worth visiting because:
you will be inspired by the authentic manor
atmosphere: the owner will tell you about
the history of the estate, show you the
substantial library, and even make you a
gourmet breakfast, lunch or dinner featuring
Italian, French and other European cuisines.
You can interact with Baron Rosen in English, Polish, Russian or French;
the manor park has numerous benches,
tables and chairs so that each guest can find
a nice little corner to enjoy;
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there are over 30 nest boxes in the trees of
the park, making it a bird paradise in May
and June;
the romantic linden alley that has survived
in the park leads to the lake, where you can
take out one of the six kayaks and canoes;
after you visit the baron, you should consider
stopping by the Church of St Michael the
Archangel that shows white in the distance,
four kilometres away in Jūžintai. It is the only
church in the Baltic States that has monastic
cells (eight in all).

Park g. 1B, Burbiškis Village, Anykščiai District
www.burbiskis.lt

26.
15.Burbiškis
Trakų salos
Manor
pilis

Emitting subtlety and elegance, the stylish Burbiškis Manor House situated on the left bank of
the Anykšta River catches the eye from afar. Located in the Burbiškis Landscape Architecture
Preserve, the manor seems to become one with the park and breathes of a well-maintained
oasis of tranquillity.
Built in the mid-19th century by the Węsławowicz family of Polish-Lithuanian nobles, the manor
house is a pearl of the late Neoclassical era. The manor’s inimitable charm is revealed to visitors by
the restored architecture and interior of that time and the surviving open fireplaces that can only
be found in this manor and the Presidential Palace of Lithuania. Today the estate consists of the
restored manor house and park, the servants’ quarters, the cattle shed and the farmhand house.

Worth visiting because:
you can take a tour and not only visit the
manor rooms and halls with authentic
restored pieces of chinoiserie murals, but
also listen to stories about life at the manor, go up to the observation tower, and sit
on a bench in the old manor elementary
school and try to remember if you were a
good pupil;
you can stop by the splendid Cigar Room
that is decorated with hunting trophies
and parquetry assembled from original
pieces;

the English landscape park, where sculptures created by the Węsławowicz family
and more than 30 species of trees and
shrubs have been preserved, is the perfect
place for a leisurely stroll;
just five kilometres from the manor you
will find the 15 metre high Rubikiai Observation Tower that provides a wonderful
panorama of the surrounding lakes, and
the town of Anykščiai, with its popular
treetop walkway, is only eight kilometres
away.
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Parko g. 5, Naujasodis Village, Molėtai District
www.zukasalanta.lt

27. Alanta Manor

Once a luxurious estate, the manor now not only fosters the heritage of its past, but also presents works by well-known contemporary artists. In 1853, the Pac-Pomarnacki nobles built an
Italian-style summer residence from bricks and stone in Alanta. It is said that the marble for the
manor house columns was purchased in Finland and brought in from Klaipėda by bulls.
During its golden years, the manor had 34 buildings and glittered with luxury. At one time, the
manor had one of the rarest porcelain collections in Europe. The interior was done in Louis XV
style, and there was also a Chinese-style tea room with a ceramics collection. Now the estate
is made up of 12 restored buildings from the manor period and their remains, as well as a park
and a reservoir system.

Worth visiting because:
the manor has preserved original furniture
that is several hundred years old, and
the premises on the second floor feature
authentic 19th century parquet floors;
photographs from the early 20th century
of the manor’s collection of paintings,
porcelain and furniture are on display;
eight halls of the manor house a unique
collection of 189 pieces by artist Vaidotas
Žukas, including mineral painting, collages, glazed reliefs, and jewellery;
you can learn how to felt, and try out
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programmes that will introduce you to this
craft;
at the manor, you can flip through the
37 volumes of the Boston Encyclopedia,
which is one of the most complete sources
of information about Lithuania;
in Alanta, which is just three kilometres
away, you can see the St Jacob the Apostle Church that leans against the sky with
its towers, as well as the synagogue and
the Jewish tavern.

Dvaro g. 7, Paliesius Village, Ignalina District
www.paliesiausdvaras.lt

28. Paliesius Manor House

Having once been almost completely destroyed, the manor is now known as a refuge for advocates of a healthy lifestyle where the noise of everyday life doesn’t exist. This is a place not only
to remember the joy of movement, but also to relish the active cultural life.
The first owners of the manor were the Tyzenhaus nobles in the 17th century, and the manor
ensemble was formed in the late 18th and early 19th centuries. Perhaps the biggest attention
grabber is now the restored steward house built of large stones. The horseshoe-shaped stable
has been turned into a concert hall that boasts an extremely rare piano. The outbuilding that was
rebuilt on the site of the surviving foundations houses a small bakery, and the manor’s ice-house
has also been reconstructed and put back into use.

Worth visiting because:
the unique Horseshoe Building is stunning
– large stone fragments of the old stable
walls are encased in glass, and the roof is
covered with outdoor plants. The horseshoe-shaped stone wall creates incredible
acoustics, so music evenings are held here
frequently;
the manor is heaven for people who like
to move – the park has walking paths
of various lengths that are paved with a

special surface. There is also a 10-kilometre
walking trail in the forest next to the manor;
there are orienteering hikes, and skiing in
winter. Classes are offered where you can
learn about wild herbs, or how to weave on
an old-fashioned loom or bake buns in the
stove;
there are lot of tourist attractions within a
20-kilometre radius of the manor, including
the town of Mielagėnai.
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Western Lithuania: Charming
with its Diversity of Architecture
and People
Most of the manors in northern and western Lithuania fall under the ethnographic region of Samogitia (Lithuanian:
Žemaitija), which has long been known
for its cultural distinction, the vitality of its
dialect, and the stubbornness of its people. This region of Lithuania that hugs the
Baltic Sea also gets some of its uniqueness
from the manors themselves, among
which are quite a few examples of wooden
architecture.
Kurtuvėnai Manor invites visitors to admire its Baroque granary, which is a Lithuanian wooden architecture heritage site.
The wooden Biržuvėnai and Pavirvytė
manor houses emit a remarkable sense of
cosiness, and Bukantė Manor is enticing
for its ethnic architecture. The region’s
masonry manors are no less unique.
Don’t miss the opportunity to find out why
Duke Michał Ogiński’s palace in Plungė is
called the ‘Versailles of Samogitia’. When
visiting the Tyszkiewicz residence in Palanga, be sure to take a stroll in the elegant
park created by the renowned French
landscape architect Édouard François
André. At Kretinga Manor, you can admire
the flora any time of year in the Winter
Garden – an impressive three-storey
conservatory.
The route that takes you around the manors of northern and western Lithuania is
of particular interest for fans of Lithuanian
literature. Bukantė Manor is where the
classic Lithuanian writer Žemaitė was
born and raised, while another prominent
author who went by the pen name of Šatrijos Ragana lived and wrote in Užventis.
Bijotai Manor, where historian and writer
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Dionizas Poška worked, garners special
attention from tourists every year.
The trip through Samogitia is enchanting
for its wonderful combination of nature
and history. The wooded landscape has
an abundance of hill forts cloaked with an
ancient aura. When you go to Kurtuvėnai,
be sure to visit the Kurtuvėnai hill fort,
where people were already settled during
the first millennium BC. Not far from the
Biržuvėnai Manor, just eight kilometres
away, stands Šatrijos Kalnas, one of the
highest hills in Samogitia. The panorama
that it provides is beyond romantic!
North-west Lithuania takes pride in its
abundance of regional parks. Plateliai
Manor is located in Žemaitija National
Park, the highlight of which is the fabled
Lake Plateliai. Extremely picturesque and
clean, this lake is the deepest in Samogitia
and has as many as seven islands! To top it
off, a 24- kilometre bike trail has been set
up around the lake.
The ornate Žagarė Manor is surrounded
by the forests of Žagarė Regional Park,
where you might catch a glimpse of red
deer if you’re lucky. A visit to Biržuvėnai
Manor is the perfect opportunity to see
Varniai Regional Park, feast your eyes on
the impressive hills of Samogitia, and go
for a swim in Lake Lūkstas – the largest
natural lake in the region.
While travelling around the manors of
northern and western Lithuania, you will
become acquainted with the unique cultural heritage of Samogitia and immerse
yourself in its wonderful, breath-taking
nature.
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Vytauto g. 17, Palanga
www.ldm.lt

14. Trakų
pusiasalio
29.
Palanga
Manor pilis

With its magnificent palace and Birutė Park, which is considered to be the epitome of a landscape
garden, Palanga Manor is on the list of must-see sites in Lithuania. Some people can’t tear themselves away from the exhibits of the Palanga Amber Museum that is housed in the palace. Others
can’t help but admire the elegant park designed by landscape architect Édouard François André
or the dreamy view of the sea from atop Birutė’s Hill.
The history of the palace dates back to the late 19th century, when Feliks and Antonina Tyszkiewicz
began to set up their aristocratic residence at the estate. A Neo-Renaissance palace equipped
with state-of-the-art facilities was designed by the famous German architect Franz Heinrich
Schwechten.

Worth visiting because:
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there are more than 6,000 pieces of
amber on display. This includes the ‘Sun
Stone’, which, at over 3.5 kg, is the museum’s largest amber specimen, as well as a
piece with a lizard that is one of the rarest
amber inclusions in the world;
the manor holds workshops where you will
learn a lot of interesting things about how
amber is formed and what it is used for,
and be able to participate in the creative
process;
the renovated palace interior will take you
back to the late 19th century so you can

walk around the historical spaces of the
Tyszkiewicz counts;
concerts, music festivals and film screenings are held regularly at the palace;
as you stroll through the park, you will
come across a rose garden featuring the
Rebecca (‘The Water Carrier’) sculpture
by French sculptor Hubert Louis-Noël;
you will also see the Lourdes Grotto, the
conservatory and the concert rotunda;
just 1.8 kilometres away is the Palanga
Pier, where you can take in the boundless
Baltic Sea.

Vilniaus g. 20, Kretinga
www.kretingosmuziejus.lt

30. Kretinga Manor

Over the years of its existence, this manor has seen many families of Lithuanian nobles. Now its
prime attraction is the Winter Garden – an impressive three-storey conservatory that charms
tourists with its flora year-round.
Known of since the 16th century, Kretinga Manor was acquired in 1874 by Count Józef Tyszkiewicz,
who reconstructed the manor house and added the impressive conservatory. At the time, this was
one of the largest private winter gardens in Europe. The manor was distinguished for the fact that
it had a hydroelectric power station and a telephone line which linked this manor with the ones in
Plungė and Rietavas. This is one of the few manor places that have preserved almost all – 24 – of
its buildings or fragments thereof. Some of them have been restored.

Worth visiting because:
you can feast your eyes on a collection
of 5,000 plants, including 170 different
varieties, in the lush Winter Garden;
an art festival called ‘The Moon with the
Star Wanted to be Here’ takes place in the
verdant Winter Garden from October to
December;
the Kretinga Museum that is located in
the manor holds workshops where you can
learn things like how to bake bread, make
caramels or work with clay;

the park features an impressive sundial
and an interesting spatial composition
with 13 monumental sculptures made
of oak, stone and metal which mark the
ancient traditions of Baltic culture and
events in the history of Kretinga;
it is an excellent opportunity to take a walk
around Kretinga and visit the Tyszkiewicz
family chapel. Just one kilometre from the
manor is a Lourdes grotto made of field
stones in the place where the Blessed
Virgin Mary is thought to have appeared.
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Didžioji g. 22, Plateliai, Plungė District
www.zemaitijosnp.lt

31. Plateliai Manor

Located in Žemaitija National Park, Plateliai Manor was once French, but now preserves and
promotes the traditions of Samogitian culture, introducing guests to crafts and customs through
various exhibitions and featuring the only Užgavėnės (Fat Tuesday) museum in Europe.
The history of Plateliai Manor at its current location dates back to the 17th century. The manor
belonged to the illustrious French Choiseul-Gouffier family for many years. Sofija Tyzenhauzaitė
de Choiseul-Gouffier – the first author in historic Lithuania to write in French – lived there in the
19th century. The wooden manor house was burned down during the war, but the park and several
outbuildings survived. The manor has been given a new life by the administration of Žemaitija
National Park.

Worth visiting because:
the exhibitions in the manor’s granary
feature two old Plateliai dugout canoes
made from hollowed tree trunks;
the manor cellar now houses the Plateliai
Centre for Traditional Crafts, where you can
learn how to make candles, knit wrists cuffs
or Samogitian gloves and socks, or carve
wooden carnival masks. Educational programmes about rituals or culinary heritage
tastings can also be organised for visitors;
the park has some monumental trees: the
thickest ash in Lithuania, known as the
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Witch’s Ash (with a circumference of 7.2 m),
the Plateliai Linden (5.4 m circumference),
and the Plateliai Elm (4.8 m circumference) in the former manor garden;
just two kilometres away is Lake Plateliai, which is the largest the deepest in
Samogitia. The lake has an observation
deck which provided a scenic view of the
many islands and forests. You can use the
24-kilometre bike trail that encircles the
lake to stop by the Cold War Museum.
The distance between the manor and the
museum is about 10 kilometres.

Dvaro g. 2, Renavas Village, Mažeikiai District
www.mazeikiutvic.lt

32. Renavas Manor

Renavas Manor enchants visitors with its fairy-tale landscape and preserved and restored manor
house interior.
The name goes back to the French baronial Renne family, which acquired the manor in the late
17th century. The family maintained ties with European cultural figures and stood out for its
philanthropy; the orchestras of the Ogiński dukes held concerts at the manor house on numerous
occasions. Built around 1830, the manor house has now been restored. Particular attention is
paid to the preserved and restored Renavas manor house library, where some of barons’ books
are on display. The servants’ quarters, warehouse, granary, garden cellars and some other outbuildings have also survived to this day.

Worth visiting because:
the staircase in the manor house library
were made in the same factory as the Eiffel
Tower. The extremely convenient and
elegant stairs are made of cast iron and
now delight visitors;
the manor house features an exhibit of
18th–19th century manor culture;
a wonderful 51-hectare representative
park that has preserved the rudiment of
primordial nature stretches out next to
the manor. The park is home to 12 of the
14 species of bats found in Lithuania, as
well as to the thickest spruce tree in the

country, with a diameter of 1.2 metres;
every spring, visitors are intoxicated by
the Hepatica Festival, when the park turns
blue with thousands of blossoms;
the manor has caught the attention of
film-makers – it was the main location for
Fireheart: The Legend of Tadas Blinda,
one of the most popular Lithuanian movies of all time;
you can also visit the Šatrijos Ragana
Memorial Museum in Židikai just 12 kilometres away to learn about the Lithuanian
writer.
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Pavirvytės g 14, Pavirvytė Village, Mažeikiai District
www.mazeikiutvic.lt

33. Pavirvytė Manor

Situated on the slope of the swift Virvytė River, the wooden Pavirvytė manor house was previously
known as a centre for the intelligentsia. Now the place that is being brought back to life attracts
visitors with its wooden architecture, cultural events and revitalised library.
Founded over 250 years ago, Pavirvytė Manor was a large holding of more than 600 hectares. In
the 19th century, the landlord, Edvardas Paulavičius, founded a large library at the manor that was
used by the intelligentsia of the surrounding estates. It was frequented by Lithuanian writers Povilas
Višinskis, Šatrijos Ragana, and the Biržiška brothers, and publisher of the first Lithuanian calendar,
Laurynas Ivinskis. Only two of the 21 manor buildings have survived to this day: the big house and
the gardener’s house; a fragment of the stable is also still standing.

Worth visiting because:
a unique system for plastering ceilings
that is one of a kind in Lithuania was found
here – wooden beams wrapped in plaited
rye straw are nailed to the ceiling one next
to another and covered with lime plaster;
the manor is located in a very picturesque
area with the Svirkančiai outcrop nearby,
making it is a great place to treat your eyes
to some amazing views;
in the park you can admire the mighty,
centuries-old trees, including lindens,
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horse-chestnuts, maples and ashes;
the manor hosts various creative and
musical events that attract the local
community and visitors alike;
in Viekšniai, just eight kilometres away, you
can visit the Pharmacy Museum which is
located in an authentic 19th century pharmacy with a prescription room. You can
also stop by the Viekšniai watermill – built
in the late 19th century, it has survived to
this day without any major changes.

Malūno g. 1, Žagarė, Joniškis District
tic.siauliai.lt

15.
34.Trakų
Žagarė
salos
Manor
pilis

Situated in a huge, ornate park not far from the Latvian border, Žagarė Manor is enticing not only
for its magnificent manor house and impressive, long-lived park, but also for the now-traditional
Žagarė Cherry Festival. Every July, a concert featuring Lithuania’s top performers is held in the
manor park, with a bustling fair adding to the fun.
The 16th century manor took on its unique features in the mid-19th century, when it was home
to the Naryshkins, a Russian boyar family that brought in English architectural ideas. Even 21 of
the manor’s buildings have survived to this day, including the oldest (1770–1780) windmill built
of field stones in Lithuania as well as the historic stables. Founded in the 19th century, the stud
farm is still in operation.

Worth visiting because:
the late Neoclassical manor house has
been reconstructed with precision and is
nearly identical to the house that was built
in the mid-19th century. You will also see a
the restored antique-style sculptures that
once again embellish the manor house
terrace;
you can take a stroll around one of the
largest manor parks in Lithuania, covering
an area of more than 70 hectares. It is
believed that the old park may be about
200 years old. It was developed according
to the design of Georg Friedrich Ferdi-

nand Kuphaldt, the notable 19th century
German landscape architect;
if you are lucky, you might catch a glimpse
of the beautiful red deer in the surrounding forests;
there is a special exhibition where you can
learn about dolomite, the mineral that
is an integral part of the depths of the
Žagarė region;
just two kilometres from the manor you
can visit the Žvelgatis hill fort – the most
impressive part of the Žagarė esker and an
archaeological and natural monument.
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R. Žebenkos g. 12, Baisogala, Radviliškis District
tic.siauliai.lt

35. Baisogala Manor

Baisogala Manor is now a place where traditions in science and advancement are continued, endangered species are protected, and visitors are charmed by the magnificence and ornamentation
of the surviving buildings.
Baisogala was first mentioned in the 16th century. In 1830, the manor became the property of Józef
Komar, a colonel in Napoleon’s army. In the first half of the 20th century, his grandson, Vladislovas,
became the last owner of Baisogala manor and was one of the most advanced farmers in Lithuania.
His work is being continued by the Lithuanian Institute of Animal Science that was set up in the
buildings of Baisogala Manor over 60 years ago. The impressive central manor house was only
completed in the beginning of the 20th century and is one of the 19 surviving or rebuilt elements
of the manor ensemble.

Worth visiting because:
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the manor house is encircled by a park
that simply begs you to take a stroll.
Its winding alleys and narrow paths are
surrounded by a huge variety of different
trees. In the park you can also see and surviving manor gates and admire the ponds;
the manor house interior will enchant you
with its authentic decorative wood carvings: the floral ornament of the stairs, the
oak wall panels, and the different patterns
of the parquet floors;
the manor is home to endangered Lithu-

anian farm animal breeds such as Žemaitukas horses, local coarse-wool sheep, and
local breeds of cattle, pigs and geese;
it is a great opportunity to attend the
music festival, the folklore ensemble gatherings and poetry festivals that are held
on a regular basis, and the annual animal
shows;
you can climb up the Diauderiai hill fort
that is about five kilometres from the
manor.

Dvaro g. 15, Kelmė
www.kelmesmuziejus.lt

36. Kelmė Manor

Having served as a centre for culture and education at various times, Kelmė Manor now invited
visitors to participate in unique educational programmes and take in the exhibits. One of them is
the only exhibition in Lithuania presenting the ethnography, culture and way of life of the American
Indians as well as the pieces about them penned by German writer Karl May.
However, Kelmė Manor is valued not only for its exhibits. Founded in the 15th century, it is a Baroque
provincial manor that is a rarity in Lithuania. It was the property of the Gruszeckis, a Polish line of
nobles, for more than 300 years. The manor is also famous for the fact that it is where an uprising
against tsarist Russia began in 1831. Nine of the 17th–19th century building are still standing today,
including the Baroque manor house, the watermill, the park, the distillery and the granary.

Worth visiting because:
you can’t help but notice the two-storey
17th century gate building that looks like a
tower. The ground floor had stairs and was
used as a prison for serfs, and the second
floor had a library with a narrow open
arcade for the orchestra;
• located at the manor, the Kelmė Regional
Museum has more than 21,000 exhibits
on display. They are arranged for viewing
in the manor house, the gate building and
the granary;

• you can take classes in hand built pottery,
sash weaving, leather working and other
old Lithuanian folk crafts;
• there is a special educational programme
where you will have a chance to sit in a
wigwam, taste Iroquois corn bread, and
listen to stories about Indian customs;
• you can visit the Burbaičiai hill fort, which
is just eight kilometres away, and Kriaučius,
the third-largest boulder in Lithuania, is 17
kilometres from the manor.
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Parko g. 2, Kurtuvėnai, Šiauliai District
www.kurtuva.lt

37. Kurtuvėnai Manor

Located in KurtuvėnaI Regional Park, this manor is valued for the traditions of cultural heritage
and horse-breeding that it cultivates. The manor houses the Live Horse Museum, where visitors
can enjoy horseback and carriage rides.
The manor has been known of since the 15th century, but it prospered in the 18th century when
it was acquired by the noble Nagórski family. This is when one of the longest surviving elements of
the manor was built – the Baroque granary. This is a Lithuanian wooden architecture heritage site.
In addition to the granary, the authentically restored manor complex consists of a pond park, a
red-brick servants’ quarters which now houses the regional park administration, stables, a farmhand
house, a gardener’s house, cattle sheds, a forge, a coach-house and a kitchen.

Worth visiting because:
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you will see the restored 19th century balustrade (an ornamental terrace barrier made
up of vertical columns) that was built by the
Platers and marks the site of the manor house;
you can visit the exhibition in the granary to see
Baroque furniture that was restored according
to drawings found in the Nagórski archives;
the historical structure of the park has been
restored. The old lindens, maples and ashes
still flourish here, and there is plenty of space
to take a walk in nature’s embrace. You can also
stop for a game of croquet in the specially-equipped court;

it is said that the park is full of edible snails
that the former owners allegedly brought
back from abroad and cultivated;
the Barn Theatre Festival that is held at the
manor every year has already become a
tradition;
some 300 metres from the manor, the 18th
century masonry St Jacob the Apostle
Church that the Nagórski family built leans
against the sky. Next to the church is the Kurtuvėnai hill fort, where people were already
settled during the first millennium BC.

P. Višinskio g. 1, Dvarčius Village, Užventis, Kelmė District
www.kelmesmuziejus.lt

38. Užventis Manor

Once a magnet for enlightened intellectuals, the wooden Užventis manor house still brings together various artists who revitalise the manor park with their work and are constantly suggesting
new ideas. In addition, the manor has an abundance of exhibits that tell about the rich history of
the region.
Known of since the 15th century, the manor has seen many famous figures. It once belonged to
the Lithuanian Grand Duke Sigismund I the Old. Charles XII of Sweden visited the manor during
the Great Northern War (18th c.). The writer Šatrijos Ragana lived here in the late 19th century.
The last owner of the manor was Jonas Smilgevičius, one of the twenty signatories to the Act of
Independence of Lithuania.

Worth visiting because:
the restored granary now houses the
Užventis Ethnographic Museum, which
has exhibits that will familiarise you with
the region’s history, and the life and work
of the writer Šatrijos Ragana;
there are educational programmes that
offer the chance to coin an old-fashioned
litas, or make a monotype print of the
manor;
the Užventis ART workshop is traditionally
held in the watermill in mid-July, and the
artwork that is created is displayed in the

manor park;
the bank of the Venta River features a
wellness path and is decorated with bridges and artwork by contemporary artists.
Walking along the path in the evening, you
can take in magnificent sunsets;
about 10 kilometres from the manor is the
16 metre high Martynas Pine, with a girth
of 320 centimetres. The place where the
pine tree grows has long been considered
sacred.
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Muziejaus g. 10, Bijotai Village, Šilalė District
www.silalesmuziejus.lt

39. Bijotai Manor

In Lithuania and its neighbouring countries, Bijotai is known for its unparalleled monument of
ancient Lithuanian culture. Visitors come from far and wide to see the Baublys created by the
Samogitian nobleman, writer and historian Dionizas Poška. These large, hollowed-out oak stumps
feature the author’s own interior – many of the artefacts that he collected are on display, and the
walls are covered in poetry.
Dionizas Poška purchased Bijotai Manor, which was originally called Bardžiai and was first mentioned in 1558, in 1788. He lived and worked there for more than 40 years, and it is where his most
famous pieces were composed. In addition to the Baublys, the wooden 18th century watermill,
which is the only restored structure, also acts as a reminder of the manor’s past.

Worth visiting because:
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you will have the unique opportunity to
touch to the oldest Baublys, which was
erected in 1812 – the girth of this hollow
thousand-year-old oak trunk near the
roots is 12.5 metres. This is where the first
artefact museum in Lithuania was opened.
As many as 750 rings have been counted
in the healthy part of the trunk;
you can see the brother Baublys (1824)
standing nearby. Next to the two big Baublys, the residents also created two small
ones, giving them the name ‘Jonukas’.

They are used as chapels;
the exposition contains some unusual
specimens, such as mammoth ribs and
part of a whale’s jawbone;
the traditional Poetry Spring event is held
at Bijotai every spring, creating an unforgettable atmosphere;
just 10 kilometres from the manor, you can
visit the Stasys Girėnas Birthplace Museum, which is a branch of the Lithuanian
Aviation Museum.

Dvaro g. 4, Biržuvėnai Village, Telšiai District
www.telsiaitic.lt

40. Biržuvėnai Manor

Situated in the picturesque valley of the Virvytė River which is dotted with mythological and
sacred places, Biržuvėnai Manor had a moment in the spotlight when a treasure was uncovered
there in 2005 – the porcelain of the Gorskis family, a renowned line of Samogitian nobles. Yet
even without that, the manor is noteworthy – the wooden manor house is replete with authentic
objects from the past.
From the 17th century to the 20th century, the manor complex belonged to the Gorskis family,
which built a new manor house and founded a park. The side wing that was added to the rear façade
of the manor house in the 19th century evokes the manor’s past. Inside the manor house, you can
see the original fireplaces decorated with 18th century tin-glazed tiles as well as other details that
have been preserved.

Worth visiting because:
rumour has it that the manor still has
treasures to be found, such as the family
silver and correspondence;
inside the manor house, you can see the
restored sitting-room, kitchen, master
bedroom, and study. The guided tour
will take you through the manor’s secret
places;
the ethnographic museum next to the
manor features several thousand exhibits
of iconography, culture, ethnography and
ethnic art;

there is a German World War I cemetery
on the manor grounds, and the Cross of
the Drowned stands on the Virvytė River;
there is a special place next to the manor
called Laumės Pėda (‘Fairy’s Footprint’).
This is a forest spring, and it is said that its
water has the power to restore youth and
health;
just eight kilometres away, you can visit
the Šatrija hill fort, which is on one of the
highest hills in Samogitia (228 m).
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Parko g. 3A, Plungė
www.oginski.lt; www.plungesparkas.lt

41. Plungė Manor

Michał Ogiński, who created the manor residence together with German architect Karl Lorentz,
emulated the benchmark of manor culture – King Louis XIV’s masterpiece of Versailles. That is why
when you spend some time at Duke Ogiński’s palace, you might feel like you’re in France. There is
a reason why it is called the ‘Versailles of Samogitia’.
A total of 10 buildings of the manor ensemble have been preserved, including the Neo-Renaissance
palace with two servants’ quarters and the Neo-Gothic stables. The palace is one of Lithuania’s
most beautiful 19th century architectural monuments. Also surviving is the clock tower/conservatory which was meant to imitate Florence’s Gothic masterpiece, the Palazzo Vecchio. The clock
tower/conservatory now houses the Plungė Public Library.

Worth visiting because:
Duke Ogiński’s stunning palace now
houses the Samogitian Art Museum, which
invites visitors to peruse the restored
interior as well as art shows featuring work
by Samogitian artists from Lithuania and
abroad;
you can take a walk in the impressive park
that is next to the palace, right in the heart
of Plungė. Covering an area of more than
58 hectares, it is believed to have been
founded in the mid-17th century. The
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oldest oak in the park is named Perkūnas,
after the Baltic god of thunder. It is said
that in pagan times, priestesses burned
the holy flame next to this tree;
the International Michał Ogiński Classical
Music Festival is held in the former stables
every year;
you can use the Plungė Smart Park virtual
education programme to learn about the
park’s flora, fauna and history.

Žemaitės g. 24, Godeliai Village, Šateikiai Eldership, Plungė District
www.oginski.lt

42. Bukantė Manor

With its ethnic architecture features, this cosy wooden manor attracts everyone who wants to
learn about Samogitian culture, as it is a place where the region’s ethnic heritage is preserved and
cultivated. The manor is also famous because it is the place where the classic Lithuanian writer
Julija Beniuševičiūtė-Žymantienė, who wrote under the pen name of Žemaitė, was born and raised.
At the end of the 18th century, Bukantė Manor belonged to the Plater counts. It was on their commission that the manor was later looked after by Žemaitė’s father, Antanas Beniuševičius. Today,
the manor is managed by Plungė’s museologists, who have revived the big house and its interior,
and reconstructed two outbuildings and fitted them out with attractive expositions. The manor
safeguards traditional Samogitian suns crosses, wayside shrines, and statues of saints.

Worth visiting because:
the exhibit at the manor briefly takes
visitors back to the 19th century and
allows them to become acquainted with
Žemaitė’s creative environment and
everyday life. You can examine the ethnographic and historical objects, books and
photographs that are being safeguarded;
you can learn about the authentic heating
system in the big house, which consists of
four furnaces equipped with air ducts. The
smoke is routed into one chimney, which
was a separate premises in the houses that

were built in Samogitia in the 19th century;
the manor offers workshops where visitors
are invited to use old-fashioned household items to make traditional Samogitian
meals, or to try their hands at candle
making or writing with a quill pen;
Lake Plateliai, with its seven islands and
abundance of myths and legends, is about
eight kilometres from the manor. This is
the largest the deepest lake in Samogitia.
The lake is encircled by a 24-kilometre
bike trail.
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Romantic Panemunė and its
Enchanting Landscape
The banks of the Nemunas, Lithuania’s
largest river, will enchant you with their
history and incredible natural beauty.
One of the country’s oldest roads, which
was once used for trade between Lithuania and Prussia, winds along the right bank
its lower reaches. The abundance of old
hill forts evokes the area’s embattled past.
For as many as 150 years, the Nemunas
marked the front line in the battles between the Lithuanians and the Teutonic
Knights.
Today, the Panemunė road is a scenic route loved by tourists that leads to the Baltic
Sea. We suggest you start your trip in
Kaunas, at the confluence of the Nemunas and the Neris. The temporary capital
during the interwar period, Lithuania’s second-largest city will fascinate you with its
long history and unique architecture. The
modernist buildings in Kaunas are among
the most prominent examples of early
regionalism in the history of architecture,
and were added to a UNESCO World
Cultural and Natural Heritage tentative
list in the beginning of 2017.
Looming in the heart of the Old Town is
Kaunas Castle, which is cloaked in legend.
Visitors can listen to mysterious stories
about the dungeons that allegedly lie
beneath it, where Vytautas the Great’s
soldiers are sleeping under a spell. When
visiting Kaunas, make sure to stop by
Aukštoji Freda Manor. The Vytautas Magnus University Botanical Garden located
next to it is a true haven for anyone who is
tired of the noise of the city.
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There is plenty of beauty and interest not
only in Kaunas, but also in its surroundings. Panemunės Regional Park is one
of the most visited in Lithuania. So pleasing to the eye, the landscape features
numerous castles and an abundance of
hill forts, grave fields and manors. Romantics will quickly feel the special aura of
Raudonė Castle, Panemunė Castle and
Raudondvaris Manor that radiates their
centuries-old history. A stroll through
the wonderful Glegaudiškis Manor Park,
which merges into a natural forest, is sure
to put you in a dreamy mood.
The spectacular Panemunė landscapes
can be enjoyed not only by car or foot.
Those who enjoy active recreation will be
thrilled by the 25-kilometre bike path that
stretches from Raudonė Castle to Jurbarkas Manor. The charming bends of the
Nemunas eventually lead to the Curonian
Lagoon that Lithuanians love so much.
In the nearby centre of Šilutė, Hugo
Scheu Manor, which is the only surviving
Eastern Prussian manor complex, whets
the curiosity of visitors. And don’t miss the
opportunity to explore the spectacular
beauty of the Nemunas Delta Regional
Park. Paddle down the Minija River, spend
some time in Rusnė, the only town in
Lithuania located on an island, and stop
by the Ventės Ragas peninsula, which is a
true bird paradise.
This trip towards the sea won’t leave anyone unmoved: it is without a doubt one
of the most picturesque and romantic
routes in Lithuania.
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Ž. E. Žilibero g. 6, Kaunas
www.visit.kaunas.lt

43. Aukštoji Freda Manor and the Vytautas Magnus
University Botanical Garden

The rich world of vegetation, fragments of different periods in history, and an ornate manor house
that is still standing. This is how visitors are greeted in Kaunas at Aukštoji Freda Manor, which
tells of its centuries-old history against the background of exotic plants.
Historians believe that the name Freda comes from the name for free city land used by the Germans. The manor was formed in the beginning of the 19th century. Józef Godlewski, the owner
of the manor, built it as a country residence. Many of the Neoclassical and Historicist buildings
that were constructed during the manor period have survived to this day. Without a doubt, the
manor’s most striking accent is the Vytautas Magnus University (VMU) Botanical Garden – established in 1923, it is enchanting for its fairy-tale world of plants.

Worth visiting because:
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the two large ponds in front of the manor
house form the initials ‘GJ’, ingeniously
perpetuating the memory of its founder, Józef
Godlewski;
strolling along the paths of the VMU Botanical
Garden, you can see relic plants such as dawn
redwoods, ginkgo trees and tulip trees, and
the conservatory has a Wollemi, which is a
particularly old species;
you will be fascinated by the largest rose collection in Lithuania. More than 1,000 species
are cultivated here;
the garden’s colourful sea of tulips, peonies,

dahlias and hydrangeas simply dazzles the eye,
and the collection of rare and protected plants
is of special interest. Alongside the rose garden
and the largest conservatory in Lithuania, you
will see the romantic historical arbour;
the garden hosts numerous events, from the
colourful Charming Plant Day and the mysterious Night of Fragrances to the Harvest Festival
and the tropical butterfly show;
just five kilometres away, you’ll find the M. K.
Čiurlionis National Art Museum with the Devil
Museum next door, and the Pažaislis Monastery and Church is 10 kilometres away.

Pilies g. 17, Kaunas
www.kaunomuziejus.lt

44. Kaunas Castle

The fortress that stands in the very heart of Kaunas is one of the oldest brick castles in Lithuania.
Now we are reminded of its rich history not only by the surviving part of the castle with its round
and square towers, the fragments of walls, and walks through the dungeons, but also by the
museum expositions where the past is recreated through modern technology.
It is believed that the Gothic castle was built in the strategic place at the confluence of the Neris
and the Nemunas in the second half of the 14th century as defence against the Teutonic Knights.
Over the centuries, a settlement formed around the castle that later grew into what is now the
city of Kaunas. Now frequented by tourists, the castle was once a favourite of Vytautas the Great
and Sigismund II Augustus, the ruler of Lithuania and Poland.

Worth visiting because:
a 17th century szlachta court room has
been recreated in the indoor castle exhibit,
and the castle dungeons house a medieval
prison where you can see prison chains and
a pole of shame;
cloaked in legend, the dungeons also
feature modern technology that will allow
you to experience what it is like to meet a
warrior from the past;
interactive 3D reconstruction and visualisation will introduce you to moments of the
castle’s first siege (1362);
nearby the castle is Santaka Park, where

you can visit Pope Hill – the place where
Pope John Paul II visited and celebrated
Mass in 1993. Walking in the park, you can
see how the Nemunas and Neris Rivers join
together;
if you stop by the Hanseatic Days that are
held each May, you will have a chance to
feel the atmosphere of a medieval city, and
in July you can see performances at the
‘Operetta at Kaunas Castle’ festival. Kaunas Castle is located in the Old Town, so
it is a great opportunity to get acquainted
with that as well.
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Pilies takas 1, Raudondvaris, Kaunas District
www.raudondvariodvaras.lt

45. Raudondvaris Manor

Standing near the confluence of the Nevėžis and Nemunas Rivers, the Raudondvaris Manor
ensemble catches your attention with its red roofs. The vibrant manor draws in history buffs as
well as everyone who likes to partake in creative workshops and taste dishes made according to
recipes from the Tyszkiewicz era.
The Renaissance palace was destroyed by fire in 1831, but the Tyszkiewicz counts saw to it that the
manor was restored. In place of the wooden buildings that were burnt down, they built the brick
manor ensemble, which was much more ornate. Today the manor complex consists of a palace/
castle with a tower, as well as two servants’ quarters, a conservatory, a stable and an ice-house
that are situated on the park grounds.

Worth visiting because:
the palace houses the Kaunas District
Museum, where you can see an exhibit on the
work of Lithuanian music patriarch Juozas
Naujalis, photographs from the travels of
Benedykt Henryk Tyszkiewicz, a copy of Jan
Matejko’s painting Stephen Báthory at Pskov,
portraits of Barbara Radziwiłł and Sigismund
II Augustus, and the glass room;
there is a restaurant in the conservatory that
offers dishes made according to recipes from
the Tyszkiewicz era, including orange soup;
the arts incubator that operates in the
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former stable offers lessons on how to draw
with sand, and hosts amber and ceramics
workshops;
antique varieties of roses blossom in the
nicely revamped park, and if you go down to
the Nevėžis River, you will be greeted by a
picturesque educational trail;
the manor hosts traditional events, such as the
‘Lithuania at Raudondvaris Manor’ Statehood
Day celebration, the international Land Art
Festival, and a variety of shows and concerts;
In Raudondvaris, you can visit the St Thérèse
of the Child Jesus Church.

Pilies g. 1, Raudonė, Jurbarkas District
www.jurbarkotic.lt

46. Raudonė Castle

On a steep and high 35-metre slope on the right bank of the Nemunas, the residential Raudonė
Castle is riveting with its red roofs. The fairy-tale landscape that opens from its tower always
leaves a memorable impression.
The castle was erected in the late 16th century, when the Nemunas became an important trade
artery and wealthy people, merchants and nobles began building castle residences. It is believed
that Prussian merchant Krispin Kirschenstein bought the land from King of Poland and Grand
Duke of Lithuania Sigismund II Augustus and used it to build a Renaissance style residential
castle. The owner did not forget to add embrasures which were a reminder of the defensive
functions of earlier castles. The castle palace now houses the Raudonė Primary School.

Worth visiting because:
you will have the opportunity to climb up
the 33.5-metre castle tower, which provides a selfie-worthy view of the Nemunas
valley;
there are entire alleys of rare trees in
the surrounding park, which began to be
developed in the 16th century. The park
also has a 200-year-old horse-chestnut
tree;
you can take the old European hornbeam
alley right to Beždžionkalnis (‘Monkey
Hill’), which is equipped with an observation deck. They say that one of the manor

dwellers once had a monkey. When it died,
the owner made a hill in its memory;
you can reach Raudonė Castle by way of
the 25-kilometre bicycle path that starts
at Jurbarkas Manor. Along the way, you
can admire the fairy-tale views of the
Nemunas;
just 10 kilometres away is the Veliuona
archaeological hill fort complex. It is
believed that Lithuanian Grand Duke
Gediminas was killed at Veliuona. A monument has been built on the hill fort in his
honour.
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Vytėnų g. 53, Pilis Village, Jurbarkas District
www.panemunespilis.lt

46.Panemunė
Raudonės Castle
pilis
47.

The red brick walls reminiscent of a mighty fortress are perched in a cosy park with cascading
ponds. This is how the castle on the Nemunas presents itself from afar.
Even though the castle, which was built in the 17th century with embrasures, looks belligerent, it was never used for defence – it is simply a luxurious residential palace that combines
Renaissance, Baroque, Neoclassical styles. It is thought that the menacing appearance of the
castle was meant to underline the ambitions of Janusz Eperjesz, the lord of the manor who was
of Hungarian descent. The castle is said to have been built according to the drawings of Dutch
architect Peter Nonhart. The palace of the Lower Castle in Vilnius was also reconstructed
according to his design.

Worth visiting because:
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the castle will captivate you with its
magnificence – you will see buildings and
towers embellished by massive cornices;
you can also view the restored parts of the
18th century kitchen: the cooking room
and the bread ovens;
you can take a look at the deep lock-up
that offenders where lowered into by
rope;
the treasure hunt, during which visitors
are told about the castle’s mysterious
cellars, are certain to be an interesting
experience;

you can see the former living quarters,
which feature fragmented remains of an
authentic mural painting;
you can take in the breath-taking
landscape from one of the three scenic
viewpoints in the castle park;
on summer weekends, an ancient crafts
fair is held in the castle yard;
you can take the bicycle path that winds
along the Nemunas to Raudonė Castle, 10
kilometres away.

Vydūno g. 19, 21, 31, Jurbarkas
www.jurbarkotic.lt

48.
Manor
47.Jurbarkas
Panemunės
pilis

Situated on the Mituva River and at one time managed by queens, Jurbarkas Manor is now known
for its theatrical excursions with 19th century manor entertainment and unique workshops on
topics such as glass jewellery or pottery.
Jurbarkas became a royal manor in the 14th century. Lithuanian rulers used to give this manor
to their wives: the queens Bona Sforza, Cecilia Renata and Marie Louise Gonzaga. The manor
prospered under the Russian Vasilchikov dukes (19th c.). They repaired the palace, and restored
and expanded the park. The manor buildings now house the Tourism and Business Information
Centre, a museum, a concert and exhibition hall, and an art house.

Worth visiting because:
located in the old servants’ quarters,
the Jurbarkas Regional Museum holds
theatrical excursions during which you can
examine the ornate 19th century wooden
decor of the interior and take pictures
wearing period clothing;
one of the museum exhibits is dedicated
to the 13th–14th century battles with the
Teutonic Knights that took place in the
vicinity of Jurbarkas;
the concert and exhibition hall in what
was once the manor’s Eastern Orthodox
church holds mobile exhibitions and
chamber music concerts;

at the Vincas Grybas Memorial Museum,
which is located in some of the old manor
buildings, you will see the sculptor’s
unique working environment and models
of his work. The adjacent art house is used
for workshops where you can learn how
to hand build or wheel throw pottery, or
make glass jewellery;
a 25-kilometre bicycle path starts at Jurbarkas Manor that you can take to admire
the spectacular natural landscapes of the
Nemunas, and to visit Panemunė Castle
and Raudonė Castle.
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Lietuvininkų g. 4, Šilutė
www.silutesmuziejus.lt

49. Hugo Scheu Manor

Located in the middle of Šilutė next to the old market square, Hugo Scheu Manor is the only
surviving Eastern Prussian manor complex. You can visit the manor to learn about the history
and culture of Lithuania Minor, and taste old Prussian Lithuanian dishes.
Dating back to 1721, the manor is associated with Hugo Scheu, who was an active representative of Eastern Prussian culture. Scheu purchased the manor in 1889, and – worried that the
traditions of the region were becoming extinct – founded the first private Klaipėda Regional
Museum in two rooms of the manor house in the late 19th century. The Red Army stayed at the
manor during World War II, causing considerable damage to both the manor and the museum.
Nevertheless, the restored museum is still operating to this day.

Worth visiting because:
you can visit the manor to learn about
Lithuania Minor – there are many
different exhibits that reflect the region’s
history, folk art, and way of life;
the old furniture, photographs, art works,
and collections of flint and stone axes
that have been preserved are on display
at the manor. Most of the exhibits were
collected by Hugo Scheu;
a travel exhibit was opened in 2017 that
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features an authentic Egyptian bed;
there is an English landscape park next to
the manor where you can take a stroll and
admire the scenery of the Šyša River and
the two park ponds;
this is a wonderful opportunity to explore
Šilutė, the centre of the Pamarys Region
and an urban heritage site, and visit Rusnė
Island, which is eight kilometres from the
manor.

Nemuno g. 66, Kiduliai, Šakiai District
www.sakiaitic.lt

50. Kiduliai Manor

Visited by many famous figures over the centuries, this estate still strives to cultivate the traditions of manor culture today, holding dance afternoons and gourmet beverage masterclasses.
First mentioned in the 16th century, Kiduliai Manor saw a number of battles and wars, but survived almost unscathed. Napoleon’s army visited the manor 1812, and both warring sides stayed
there during World War I. There are currently more than 20 surviving structures and their remains
that belong to the manor. The quaint manor house has been restored and fitted out with a leisure
hall. The manor has become a community centre, housing a library and a pottery workshop, and
holding various cultural activities.

Worth visiting because:
you can become acquainted with historical 19th century dances: linear waltzes,
circle dances and quadrilles. These
dances are taught as part of the theatrical
educational programme introducing
manor culture;
you can participate in an educational
programme about the wine traditions of
the Šakiai Region, where you can sample
wine made by local winemakers from
dandelions, beetroot and other seasonal
plants;
in August, the manor hosts the Kiduliai

Town Festival, which is famous for its gourmet feasts. Lithuania’s small winemakers
also participate;
they say that during their retreat, Napoleon’s soldiers buried a treasure under an
oak with three trunks. People even came
from Paris to look for it, but they didn’t
manage to find the places marked on the
map;
about two kilometres from the manor,
there is a wooden church that was built in
1860.
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Parko g. 5, Gelgaudiškis, Šakiai District
www.sakiaitic.lt

51. Gelgaudiškis Manor

Nestled on the bank of the Nemunas river, the manor ensemble is surrounded by a magnificent
huge park which merges into a natural forest. Many people come here to take a walk along the
educational trail or to see the original theatrical excursions that are held at the manor.
In the early 15th century, the Gelgaudiškis was considered a part of the Skirsnemunė folwark (a
small manor). In the 16th century, a park was created which fascinates visitors with its flora and
fauna to this day. An interesting place in the park is the ‘star’ – an intersection point of eight paths
cut through the forest in the cardinal and ordinal directions. The site was a vantage point for
hunters. The manor house was only built in the mid-19th century, under Gustav Koidl, a Prussian
baron. Today, the manor house and many of the buildings are restored.

Worth visiting because:
you can see the unique 1900 interior modelling that reflects the spirit of Historism and
has Art Nouveau features;
you can partake in original educational
and theatrical excursions, which include
sampling manor cuisine and learning manor
dances;
the 36-bell carillon that is installed in the
former water tower captivates visitors with
bell music during festivities;
among the 400-year-old oak trees in the
park, the fabled Devil’s Hill, the baron grave60

yard, the Hill of the Hanged, and Assessor’s
Grave are all worth seeing;
Craft Day takes place on the first Saturday in
May, and Manor Day is on the third Saturday
in September; various shows and classical
chamber music concerts are held on a
regular basis;
several decades ago, Tadas Blinda was
filmed at the manor;
approximately one kilometre away is the
Neo-Gothic Church of the Exaltation of the
Holy Cross, which is definitely worthwhile.

Beržų g. 3, Tubeliai Village, Šakiai District
www.sakiaitic.lt

52. Zypliai Manor

One of the youngest manors in Lithuania, Zypliai is often called a Mecca for art lovers. People
come to the two-courtyard manor for the annual music festivals, folk artist workshops and art
galleries.
Zypliai Manor’s claim to fame is that in the early 19th century, the current manor grounds belonged to French emperor Napoléon Bonaparte. The Zypliai Manor ensemble that was formed
in the mid-19th century consists of 11 surviving buildings. The manor house, stables, left servants’
quarters and granary currently house galleries where many works of art are on display. There is a
forge in one of the manor’s outbuilding and a pottery workshop in another.

Worth visiting because:
the huge park that surrounds the manor
still has its impressive 200-metre balsam
poplar alley, as well as a number of interesting tree species: silver maples, red oaks,
black pines, silver firs, and downy birches;
you can survey the 400-year-old oak
trunk that is lying in the park;
the manor houses the Lukšiai Cultural
Centre, so a lot of different genres of
events, such as Pažaislis Music Festival
concerts, the A Cappella Festival, the ‘Zy-

pliai Žiogai’ folk artist workshop, and the
‘Pirksi Molio Puodynėlę’ ceramist festival,
are held at the manor;
you can participate in a ceramics educational programme and also learn about
winemaking;
the manor’s carriage building houses
the Zanavykai Museum, where you can
become acquainted with the heritage of
the Šakiai region.
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Dvaro g. 6, Paežeriai Village, Vilkaviškis District
www.paezeriai.info

53. Paežeriai Manor

Situated on a picturesque lakefront, the ornate and stylish Paežeriai Manor is sometimes
called ‘Little Paris’. Some people are enthralled by the majestic manor house with its elegant
columns, while others love going inside and being taken back to the 18th century Grand Duchy
of Lithuania.
The early Neoclassical manor house was built in 1795–1799 on the initiative of a GDL nobleman
named Simonas Zabiela; it was designed in Louis XVI style by the prominent architect Marcin
Knackfus. With its large Ionic columns and low pediment (the triangular top part of the building’s
façade), the portico (pronaos) leaves a special impression. The manor buildings now house the
Vilkaviškis District Suvalkija (Sudovia) Cultural Centre and Museum, where various concerts,
shows and exhibitions are held.

Worth visiting because:
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the Romanticist servants’ quarters are still
standing, with a small, two-column pronaos
embellishing the centre of the main façade;
an interesting accent of the manor ensemble
is the Neo-Gothic belvedere tower that was
built in the second half of the 19th century;
the original manor house interior, replete
with figurative and decorative plasterwork,
has now been restored;
you can see the rotunda dance hall covered
with a dome and decorated with rhythmic
figures of agile dancers and lush floral
ornament compositions;

it is a wonderful opportunity to walk down the
horse-chestnut alley that takes you to the manor, or go for a walk in the park that is bordered by
a river on one side and a lake on the other;
the park is still home to the oak tree that was
planted when the manor was founded and
that is believed to be about 400 years old;
you can climb up Piliakalniai hill fort, where
there was a settlement and a castle with an
outwork in the 5th–12th centuries. This hill
fort is approximately 20 kilometres from the
manor.

Icons
Going inside is possible
Accessible for the disabled
Partially accessible for the disabled
Events, festivals, concerts
Observation deck, tower
Museum, gallery
Food
Accommodation
Park
Tours
Workshops
Parking
Entrance by appointment only

Passenger railway route
Trunk roads
Regional roads
1

Point of interest
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Tourist information centres
ANYKŠČIAI
Muziejaus g. 1
www.infoanyksciai.lt

MOLĖTAI
Inturkės g. 4
www.infomoletai.lt

BIRŽAI
J. Janonio g. 2
www.visitbirzai.lt

PAKRUOJIS
Pergalės g. 1
www.pakruojovic.lt

IGNALINA
Ateities g. 23
www.ignalinatic.lt

PALANGA
Vytauto g. 94
www.palangatic.lt

JONIŠKIS
Žemaičių g. 9
www.jvic.lt

PANEVĖŽYS
Laisvės a. 11
www.panevezysinfo.lt

JURBARKAS
Vydūno g. 19
www.jurbarkotic.lt

PASVALYS
P. Avižonio g. 6
www.pasvaliomuziejus.lt

KAUNAS
Rotušės a. 15,
Vytauto pr. 24
www.visit.kaunas.lt

PLUNGĖ
S. Dariaus ir S. Girėno g. 27
www.visitplunge.lt
VILKAVIŠKIS
J. Basanavičiaus a. 7
RADVILIŠKIS
www.vilkaviskisinfo.lt
Aušros a. 3
www.radviliskiobiblioteka.lt VILNIUS
Pilies g. 2,
ROKIŠKIS
Didžioji g. 31,
Nepriklausomybės a. 8-3
Rodūnios kelias 2-1
www.rokiskiotic.lt
www.vilnius-tourism.lt;
Mėsinių g. 3A/5
ŠAKIAI
Žydų kultūros ir
V. Kudirkos g. 61/1
informacijos centras
www.sakiaitic.lt
www.jewishcenter.lt

KAUNAS DISTRICT
Pilies takas 1,
Raudondvaris
www.kaunorajonas.lt
KELMĖ
Birutės g. 4
www.kelmevic.lt

KRETINGA
Vilniaus g. 2B
www.kretingosturizmas.info ŠIAULIAI
Vilniaus g. 213
MAŽEIKIAI
tic.siauliai.lt
Ventos g. 8A
www.mazeikiutvic.lt
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ŠIAULIAI DISTRICT
Piliakalnio g. 7, Domantų k.;
J. Basanavičiaus g. 7,
Kuršėnai
www.siauliurajonas.lt
ŠILUTĖ
Lietuvininkų g. 4
www.siluteinfo.lt
TELŠIAI
Turgaus a. 21
www.telsiaitic.lt
TRAKAI
Karaimų g. 41
www.trakai-visit.lt
UKMERGĖ
Kęstučio a. 2-2
www.ukmergeinfo.lt

VILNIUS DISTRICT
Sirokomlės g. 5,
Bareikiškių k.
tic.vrsa.lt
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